Abstract- Aramid fiber reinforced epoxy composites have gained significant attention due to their excellent mechanical properties and low density. However, the performance of these composites can be further improved by modifying the surface and interface interactions. This review article provides an overview of various surface and interface modifications that have been employed to enhance the mechanical, thermal, and interfacial properties of aramid fiber reinforced epoxy composites. The methods discussed include surface treatments, interfacial adhesion promoters, and nanomaterial reinforcements. The impact of these modifications on the overall performance of the composites is thoroughly discussed, providing insights into the future directions for optimizing the properties of these advanced materials.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The research and development of advanced composite materials have been crucial in meeting the demands of various industries, including aerospace, automotive, and sporting goods. Aramid fiber reinforced epoxy composites have gained significant attention in recent years due to their excellent mechanical properties, including high strength and stiffness [1]. These composites are composed of aramid fibers, such as Kevlar, embedded in an epoxy matrix. The combination of these two materials creates a composite that exhibits enhanced mechanical performance compared to the individual components.

Aramid fiber reinforced epoxy composites, in particular, have been the focus of extensive research due to their exceptional mechanical properties and lightweight nature [2]. This review aims to delve into the surface and interface modifications of these composites, exploring the various techniques and treatments employed to enhance their performance and durability. Through a comprehensive analysis of the current state of the field, this review seeks to provide valuable insights into the advancements and potential future developments in aramid fiber reinforced epoxy composites. Surface and interface modifications play a crucial role in optimizing the mechanical properties, interfacial adhesion, and overall performance of aramid fiber reinforced epoxy composites [3]. Understanding the intricacies of these modifications is essential in achieving a balance between the reinforcing fiber and the resin matrix, ultimately leading to improved composite properties [4]. One of the key aspects of surface modification involves the treatment of aramid fibers to promote better adhesion with the epoxy matrix. Various methods such as plasma treatment, chemical etching, and coating deposition have been explored to modify the surface characteristics of aramid fibers [3]. These treatments aim to create a rougher surface topography and introduce functional groups that facilitate stronger bonding with the epoxy resin.

Additionally, interface modifications focus on enhancing the interaction between the aramid fibers and the epoxy at the micro and nanoscale levels. Techniques like the incorporation of coupling agents and interfacial primers have shown promising results in improving the load transfer mechanisms and resistance to environmental degradation [5]. Furthermore, the use of nanomaterials as interface modifiers has opened new avenues for tailoring the interphase region, leading to advanced mechanical properties and long-term durability [4]. In-depth understanding of these surface and interface modifications enables the design of aramid fiber reinforced epoxy composites with tailored properties, meeting the specific requirements of diverse applications. As the demand for lightweight and high-performance materials continues to grow, further research in this domain holds immense potential for innovation and technological advancement. Moreover, the review paper highlights the importance of surface and interface modifications in aramid fiber reinforced epoxy composites for enhancing their performance and durability. By optimizing the surface characteristics of aramid fibers through treatments like plasma...
and long region, leading to advanced mechanical properties offers a unique approach to tailor the interphase incorporation of nanomaterials as interface modifiers load transfer mechanisms within the composite. The reinforcing fibers and the matrix material. Coupling the micro and nanoscale interactions between the Interface modifications, on the other hand, focus on properties.

chemical interaction with the matrix, leading to functional groups on the fiber surface enhances the matrix material. Additionally, the introduction of surface texture to promote better adhesion with the epoxy matrix can be achieved [6]. This results in improved load transfer mechanisms and resistance to environmental degradation. On the other hand, interface modifications through the use of coupling agents, interfacial primers, and nanomaterials offer opportunities for tailoring the interphase region and achieving advanced mechanical properties in the composites [7]. The review paper also emphasizes the importance of understanding the relationship between surface modifications, interface modifications, and the overall performance of aramid fiber reinforced epoxy composites. These modifications are vital in optimizing the mechanical, thermal, and chemical properties of the composites, as well as their resistance to moisture absorption, aging, and other degradation mechanisms [8]. Overall, the study of surface and interface modifications in aramid fiber reinforced epoxy composites is crucial for developing materials with enhanced performance, durability, and reliability.

2. OVERVIEW OF SURFACE AND INTERFACE MODIFICATIONS IN COMPOSITE MATERIALS

Surface and interface modifications in composite materials are fundamental in enhancing their mechanical strength, durability, and overall performance. In addition to aramid fiber reinforced epoxy composites, various other types of composites also benefit from tailored surface and interface treatments. These modifications are essential for achieving a strong bond between the reinforcing fibers and the matrix material, ultimately leading to improved load transfer and resistance to environmental factors [9]. Surface treatments, such as plasma treatment and chemical etching, have been widely employed to modify the surface characteristics of reinforcing fibers in composites [10][11]. These treatments aim to create a rougher surface texture to promote better adhesion with the matrix material. Additionally, the introduction of functional groups on the fiber surface enhances the chemical interaction with the matrix, leading to improved interfacial adhesion and mechanical properties.

Interface modifications, on the other hand, focus on the micro and nanoscale interactions between the reinforcing fibers and the matrix material. Coupling agents and interfacial primers are used to improve the bonding at the interface, thereby optimizing the load transfer mechanisms within the composite. The incorporation of nanomaterials as interface modifiers offers a unique approach to tailor the interphase region, leading to advanced mechanical properties and long-term durability of the composites [12].

Understanding the intricate relationship between surface and interface modifications and their impact on the overall performance of composite materials is crucial for the development of high-performance materials. These modifications not only enhance the mechanical, thermal, and chemical properties of the composites but also improve their resistance to environmental degradation, moisture absorption, and aging.

The attention to detail in surface and interface modifications in composite materials is a testament to the ongoing pursuit of excellence in material science and engineering, driving the development of next-generation high-performance composites that meet the diverse and demanding needs of modern industries.

3. KEY PROPERTIES OF ARAMID FIBERS IN REINFORCED COMPOSITES

Aramid fibers are renowned for their exceptional tensile strength, stiffness, and resistance to abrasion, making them highly sought-after as reinforcing materials in composite applications. These fibers possess a unique combination of properties that set them apart from traditional reinforcing fibers, allowing for the development of composites with superior mechanical performance and durability. The high tensile strength of aramid fibers, stemming from their rigid polymer chains and intermolecular hydrogen bonds, enables them to effectively carry and distribute loads within the composite structure. This characteristic is particularly advantageous in applications where lightweight materials with high strength-to-weight ratios are essential, such as aerospace and automotive components [13].

In addition to their remarkable strength, aramid fibers exhibit exceptional resistance to abrasion and impact, making them well-suited for applications requiring durability and longevity. Their inherent toughness enables composites reinforced with aramid fibers to withstand harsh environmental conditions and mechanical stress, ensuring reliable performance over extended service life [14]. Furthermore, the low density of aramid fibers contributes to the overall lightweight nature of the composites, enabling the development of high-performance materials without compromising on weight considerations. This property is especially valuable in industries where fuel efficiency, maneuverability, and structural integrity are critical factors, such as marine and sporting goods applications.

The unique combination of properties exhibited by aramid fibers makes them an ideal choice for enhancing the mechanical and performance characteristics of composites, paving the way for the
The development of advanced materials that meet the stringent demands of modern engineering applications.

4. THE ROLE OF EPOXY MATRIX IN COMPOSITE PERFORMANCE

The role of the epoxy matrix in composite performance is equally significant, as it plays a crucial part in determining the overall mechanical and chemical properties of the composite materials. Epoxy resins are known for their excellent adhesion to reinforcing fibers, providing a strong and durable bond within the composite structure [3].

One of the key advantages of epoxy matrices is their exceptional mechanical properties, including high tensile strength, stiffness, and resistance to deformation. This allows for efficient load transfer between the reinforcement fibers and contributes to the overall structural integrity of the composite material [15]. Moreover, epoxy resins offer outstanding chemical resistance, protecting the composite from corrosive environments and chemical exposure. This property is particularly valuable in applications where the composite material is subjected to harsh chemical surroundings, such as in chemical processing plants and offshore installations.

The thermal stability of epoxy matrices further enhances the performance of composite materials, as it enables the composites to withstand a wide range of temperatures without compromising their mechanical properties. This thermal resistance makes epoxy-based composites suitable for high-temperature applications, such as aerospace components and automotive parts [16]. In addition to mechanical and chemical properties, the processability of epoxy resins allows for the fabrication of complex and intricate composite structures, providing designers with a versatile material for realizing their innovative concepts and lightweight designs [17]. The combination of aramid fiber reinforcement and epoxy matrix results in composites with superior mechanical performance, durability, and reliability, making them highly desirable for a broad spectrum of industries, including aerospace, automotive, marine, and sporting goods [18].

5. INNOVATIVE TECHNIQUES FOR MODIFYING COMPOSITE SURFACES AND INTERFACES

In the pursuit of further enhancing the performance and capabilities of composite materials, innovative techniques for modifying composite surfaces and interfaces have emerged as a focal point of research and development. These techniques aim to precisely tailor the interactions between the reinforcement fibers and the matrix material, ultimately influencing the mechanical, thermal, and chemical properties of the composites.

5.1. Surface Modification Techniques

Surface modification techniques such as plasma treatment, chemical functionalization, and nanomaterial coatings have been explored to enhance the adhesion and compatibility between the reinforcement fibers and the matrix, leading to improved load transfer and overall strength of the composites [19]. By modifying the surface chemistry and topography, these techniques effectively influence the interfacial bonding and contribute to the enhanced mechanical performance of the composite materials.

5.2. Interface Engineering Approaches

In the realm of interface engineering, strategies involving interfacial adhesion promoters, nanostructured interlayers, and molecular level interactions are being investigated to tailor the interfacial region for optimized stress transfer and resistance to environmental degradation. These approaches offer opportunities to manipulate the interfacial properties at a microscale and nanoscale level, thereby imparting desirable attributes to the composites, such as improved fatigue resistance, impact toughness, and damage tolerance [20].

5.3. Advanced Characterization Methods

The development of advanced characterization methods, including microscopy, spectroscopy, and surface analysis techniques, plays a vital role in quantifying the effectiveness of surface and interface modifications. These methods enable researchers to observe and analyze the interfacial phenomena at a detailed level, providing insights into the structural and chemical changes that occur as a result of the modification techniques, thus guiding the precise optimization of composite interfaces.

5.4. Multifunctional Composite Designs

Furthermore, the integration of multifunctional composite designs, wherein surface and interface modifications are strategically incorporated to achieve specific performance requirements, has garnered significant interest. By tailoring the surface and interfacial properties to exhibit functionalities such as self-healing, self-cleaning, and enhanced thermal conductivity, these innovative designs pave the way for composites that not only excel in mechanical performance but also offer additional functionalities for diverse engineering applications [21].
The exploration of innovative techniques for modifying composite surfaces and interfaces presents a realm of opportunities for the continuous evolution of high-performance composite materials, fostering the development of next-generation composites with unprecedented levels of performance, durability, and functionality.

6. IMPACT OF SURFACE TREATMENTS ON THE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF COMPOSITES

Surface treatments play a crucial role in shaping the mechanical properties of composite materials. The application of surface treatments, such as plasma treatment and chemical functionalization, has been shown to significantly enhance the adhesion between the reinforcement fibers and the matrix, ultimately impacting the overall mechanical performance of the composites [10][22]. Plasma treatment, for example, involves the exposure of the composite surface to a plasma discharge, leading to the modification of surface chemistry and topography. This results in improved wettability and adhesion, thereby promoting better interfacial bonding between the fibers and the matrix. As a result, the composite material exhibits enhanced tensile strength, impact resistance, and fatigue performance [23][24].

Similarly, chemical functionalization techniques aim to tailor the surface chemistry of the reinforcement fibers to facilitate a strong bond with the matrix material. By introducing functional groups or coatings onto the fiber surface, the interfacial adhesion is significantly improved, thereby contributing to the overall mechanical integrity of the composite. This enhanced adhesion leads to improved load transfer and resistance to delamination, crucial factors in determining the composite's mechanical properties under various loading conditions [25].

Furthermore, the impact of surface treatments on the mechanical properties of composites extends to their stiffness, toughness, and durability. Nanomaterial coatings and nanostructured interlayers, for instance, have been employed to reinforce the interfacial region, leading to improved resistance to crack propagation and enhanced energy dissipation during mechanical deformation. These modifications contribute to the composite's ability to withstand dynamic loading and impact events, making them highly desirable for applications where structural integrity and durability are paramount [26][27].

The understanding of how surface treatments influence the mechanical properties of composites is pivotal for the continued advancement of high-performance materials. By tailoring and optimizing the interfacial characteristics through innovative surface treatment techniques, engineers and material scientists can unlock new possibilities for composite materials that exhibit superior mechanical properties, durability, and reliability across a wide range of engineering applications.

6.1 Advancements in the Bonding Strength of Aramid-Epoxy Interfaces

In recent years, significant advancements have been made in enhancing the bonding strength of aramid-epoxy interfaces, contributing to the development of high-performance composites with exceptional mechanical properties and durability. The interface between aramid fibers and epoxy matrices plays a critical role in determining the overall performance of aramid-reinforced composites, making it an area of intense research and development [28][29].

6.2 Tailored Surface and Interface Modifications

One of the key avenues for improving the bonding strength of aramid-epoxy interfaces involves tailored surface and interface modifications. By precisely engineering the surface chemistry and morphology of aramid fibers, researchers have been able to promote stronger interactions with the epoxy matrix, leading to enhanced adhesion and load transfer at the interface. This tailored approach addresses the inherent challenges associated with achieving robust bonding between the polar epoxy resin and the relatively inert aramid fibers, ultimately bolstering the mechanical integrity of the composite [30].

6.3 Functional Coatings and Interfacial Adhesion Promoters

Innovative techniques such as the application of functional coatings and interfacial adhesion promoters have shown promise in augmenting the bonding strength of aramid-epoxy interfaces. Functional coatings, including nanoscale coatings and surface modifiers, are designed to modify the surface characteristics of aramid fibers, promoting a stronger interfacial bond with the epoxy matrix [31]. Similarly, interfacial adhesion promoters, such as coupling agents and reactive intermediates, facilitate chemical interactions at the interface, enhancing the adhesion and compatibility between the aramid fibers and the epoxy resin. These approaches address the challenges of achieving effective stress transfer and interfacial bonding in aramid-epoxy composites, ultimately elevating their mechanical performance and durability [32].

6.4 Advanced Characterization Methods for Interface Analysis

The advancement of advanced characterization methods for interface analysis has been instrumental in elucidating the mechanisms underlying the enhancements in bonding strength at aramid-epoxy
interfaces. Techniques such as transmission electron microscopy, atomic force microscopy, and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy enable detailed visualization and chemical analysis of the interface, providing invaluable insights into the structural and chemical changes that result from the tailored surface and interface modifications [30]. This in-depth understanding empowers researchers to optimize the design of aramid-epoxy interfaces and develop composites with superior bonding strength and structural integrity. Table 1 shows Literature Review of Techniques and Impact of Surface Modification of Polymer Composites.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Type of Material</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Main Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reinforcements in multi-scale polymer composites: Processing, properties, and applications. 2018</td>
<td>Multi-scale composites</td>
<td>The methodology of the study involves considering various nanomaterials besides CNTs and discussing methods to improve the dispersion of nanomaterials into the matrix like mechanical methods, chemical methods, Surface modification using silane coupling agents, spray coating, oxidative treatment, chemical vapor deposition,</td>
<td>Graphene nanoplatelets exhibited a 60.4% increase in mode I toughness and a 52.5% increase in mode II toughness compared to the neat composites. Meanwhile, MWNT-reinforced composites showed a 44.2% increase in mode I toughness and a 29.4% increase in mode II toughness compared to the neat composites. There were 12%, 21%, and 26% enhancements observed in the storage modulus, flexural modulus, and strength, respectively. After grafting TiO2 nanoparticles onto aramid fiber, there was a 40–67% increase in interfacial shear strength.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effects of plasma treatment on properties of carbon fiber and its reinforced resin composites. 2020</td>
<td>Carbon fiber reinforced composites</td>
<td>The methodology involved the use of vacuum assisted resin transfer molding (VARTM) process to study carbon fiber wetting, along with surface chemistry analysis using SEM, FTIR, and XPS. The study aimed to assess the effects of low-temperature plasma treatment on carbon fiber properties and its influence on CFRP composite preparation.</td>
<td>Due to plasma treatment, within the 1–30 min treatment range, the interlaminar shear strength initially increased, then declined, with an overall enhancement ranging from 5.2% to 15.4%. The tensile strength of the plasma-treated carbon fiber decreased from (3.91 ± 0.72) GPa to (1.75 ± 1.37) GPa compared to the untreated carbon fiber (with a plasma treatment time of 16 min).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement of interfacial interactions in CF/PEEK composites by an s-PSF/graphene oxide compound sizing agent.</td>
<td>Carbon Fiber reinforced polymer composite</td>
<td>The methodology involved preparing a sizing agent to modify interfacial CF/PEEK composites, evaluating their properties, and confirming the adhesion improvement using scanning electron microscopy.</td>
<td>The sizing agent improved the mechanical and interfacial properties of CF/PEEK composites significantly, including enhancing flexural strength, flexural modulus, and interlaminar shear strength. The materials achieved flexural strength, flexural modulus, and interlaminar shear strength of 847.29 MPa, 63.77 GPa, and 73.17 MPa, respectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced interfacial strength of hierarchical fiberglass composites through an aramid nanofiber interphase 2020.</td>
<td>Aramid nanofiber</td>
<td>The methodology involved introducing a polymeric interphase of aramid nanofibers on PDDA coated fiberglass through electrostatic adsorption, roughening the fiber surface, enriching it with polar functional groups, and preserving structural integrity. This method aimed to enhance adhesion of ANFs on fiberglass for improved composite strength and toughness.</td>
<td>The nanostructured coating enhances the interfacial shear strength by up to 83.2%, along with a 35.3% improvement in short beam shear strength.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of rare earth elements surface treatment on tensile properties of aramid fiber-reinforced epoxy composites.</td>
<td>Aramid Fiber</td>
<td>The methodology involved using solutions of rare earth modifier and epoxy chloropropene grafting modification for surface treatment of aramid fiber. Tensile properties of aramid/epoxy composites and single fibers were tested, with a focus on investigating the effects of RES concentration on the composites.</td>
<td>Rare earth treatment is superior to ECP grafting treatment in promoting interfacial adhesion between aramid fiber and epoxy matrix. The tensile strength of the aramid/epoxy composite treated with RES has been enhanced by approximately 13.5% compared to the untreated composite, while the ECP grafting treatment achieved an 8.6% improvement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No title found Citations unknown</td>
<td>The methodology involves modifying the surface properties of carbon fibers using treatments such as dry and wet oxidation steps, plasma treatment, electrodisharge, and fiber sizing or coating.</td>
<td>Interfacial properties between carbon fibers and the surrounding matrix of a composite are significantly influenced by the interfacial structure, which can be improved by various surface treatments with specific application areas.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The continuous pursuit of advancements in the bonding strength of aramid-epoxy interfaces signifies a significant step towards the realization of next-generation composite materials with unparalleled mechanical performance and reliability. By leveraging tailored surface and interface modifications, functional coatings, and advanced characterization methods, engineers and material scientists are poised to unlock new frontiers in the development of aramid-reinforced composites, catering to the evolving needs of diverse engineering applications.
7. CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS IN COMPOSITE MANUFACTURING PROCESSES

As the demand for advanced composite materials continues to rise, the industry is faced with various challenges in the manufacturing processes. Addressing these challenges is vital to ensure the efficient production of high-quality aramid fiber reinforced composites that meet the stringent requirements of diverse engineering applications.

7.1 Control of Fiber Alignment and Distribution

One of the primary challenges in composite manufacturing lies in the precise control of fiber alignment and distribution within the matrix. Achieving uniform fiber dispersion and orientation is crucial for optimizing the mechanical properties and performance of the composite material[33]. To address this challenge, advanced manufacturing techniques such as automated fiber placement and computer-controlled weaving processes offer solutions for attaining consistent and tailored fiber architectures. Additionally, the development of in-situ monitoring and feedback systems enables real-time adjustments during the manufacturing process to ensure the desired fiber alignment and distribution.

7.2 Resin Infusion and Curing Optimization

The proper infusion and curing of the resin within the aramid fiber reinforcement is essential for achieving homogenous composite structures with minimal voids and defects. However, the complex interplay of factors such as resin viscosity, infiltration kinetics, and curing parameters presents challenges in ensuring uniform resin impregnation and complete curing. To overcome this, the implementation of advanced resin infusion techniques, including vacuum-assisted resin transfer molding and infusion control systems, allows for precise control over the resin impregnation process. Moreover, the utilization of tailored curing cycles and in-depth understanding of resin chemistries enable the optimization of curing conditions to minimize void formation and enhance the overall integrity of the composite.[34][35][36]

8. APPLICATIONS AND CASE STUDIES OF MODIFIED ARAMID FIBER COMPOSITES

Modified aramid fiber composites have found a wide range of applications across various industries, showcasing their versatility and adaptability to meet the diverse needs of engineering applications. In the aerospace sector, these advanced materials have been utilized for the manufacturing of structural components, including fuselage panels, interior structures, and engine parts. The exceptional strength-to-weight ratio and fatigue resistance of modified aramid fiber composites make them well-suited for aerospace applications, where the demand for lightweight and durable materials is paramount.[37]

Moreover, in the automotive industry, the use of modified aramid fiber composites has demonstrated significant potential for enhancing vehicle performance and fuel efficiency. Components such as body panels, crash structures, and suspension parts benefit from the high impact resistance and energy absorption capabilities of these composites, contributing to improved safety and overall vehicle dynamics. Beyond aerospace and automotive applications, the versatility of modified aramid fiber composites extends to the defense sector, where their superior ballistic and impact resistance properties are harnessed for the production of body armor, ballistic helmets, and protective shields[38]. The ability of these composites to withstand high-energy impacts and provide reliable protection positions them as critical materials for ensuring the safety and security of military personnel in hostile environments.

Furthermore, the adoption of modified aramid fiber composites in sporting goods and recreational equipment has revolutionized the design and performance of products such as tennis racquets, bicycle frames, and protective gear. The enhanced durability and damage tolerance of these composites enable the development of lighter, stiffer, and more responsive sporting equipment, contributing to improved athletic performance and user experience [39]. As research and development efforts persist in exploring novel modifications and applications of aramid fiber composites, the potential for further advancements in performance, sustainability, and multifunctionality remains promising. The ongoing integration of these materials into various applications underscores their significance as transformative solutions for addressing complex engineering challenges and driving sustainable technological progress. Table 2 shows applications of modified aramid fiber composite materials.

Table 2. Applications of Modified Aramid Materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Type of Fiber</th>
<th>Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>Aramid Fiber</td>
<td>ballistic composites, military helmets, handheld riot shields, molded composites, panels armored military vehicles, ballistic threats such as shrapnel’s, bullets and improvised explosive devices (IED)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## 9. CONCLUSION

The integration of cutting-edge technologies and strategic methodologies is poised to drive the evolution of composite manufacturing, paving the way for the realization of high-performance and sustainable composite materials for the future. As research and development efforts persist in exploring novel modifications and applications of aramid fiber composites, the potential for further advancements in performance, sustainability, and multifunctionality remains promising. The ongoing integration of these materials into various applications underscores their significance as transformative solutions for addressing complex engineering challenges and driving sustainable technological progress.

In conclusion, the versatile nature of modified aramid fiber composites has been demonstrated across diverse industries, from aerospace and automotive applications to defense, sporting goods, and beyond. As these advanced materials continue to evolve and find new applications, they hold great promise for shaping the future of engineering practices and leading the way toward sustainable technological progress. With ongoing research and development, the potential for achieving even greater performance, sustainability, and multifunctionality in aramid fiber composites remains an exciting prospect for the engineering community. Further advancements in surface and interface modifications of aramid fiber-reinforced epoxy composites offer opportunities to enhance their mechanical properties, durability, and resistance to environmental degradation. Additionally, these modifications can facilitate better interfacial adhesion between the aramid fibers and epoxy matrix, resulting in improved load transfer and overall mechanical performance of the composite.

Aramid fibers, while possessing many desirable properties, also have limitations like:

1. **Moisture Sensitivity**: Aramid fibers are sensitive to moisture, which can degrade their mechanical properties over time, particularly in humid environments.
2. **UV Degradation**: Exposure to ultraviolet (UV) radiation can cause aramid fibers to degrade, leading to reduced strength and durability, making them unsuitable for outdoor applications without proper protection or treatment.
3. **Chemical Sensitivity**: Aramid fibers are susceptible to degradation when exposed to certain chemicals, particularly strong acids and bases, which can compromise their mechanical properties.
4. **High Cost**: Aramid fibers are relatively expensive compared to other synthetic fibers, which may limit their use in certain applications where cost is a significant factor.
5. **Limited Color Options**: Aramid fibers are typically only available in limited color options, primarily yellow or gold, which may restrict their use in applications requiring specific aesthetic requirements.
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